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VACANT URBAN PROPERTIES CONVERTED INTO AFFORDABLE
COMMUNAL HOUSING
WORK & LIFESTYLE

These London housing units can be quickly and cheaply built inside
shuttered businesses
Spotted: UK-based Vivahouse has created a housing model that turns shuttered businesses into
communal properties. The prefabricated units are easy to install and mean less time spent
repurposing interiors, according to the company.
Vivahouse brands itself as the “urban house of the future”. It targets freelancers and mobile
professionals who have trouble ﬁnding aﬀ ordable housing in London. The concept is based on the
growing interest in co-living. The units include private bedrooms with communal kitchens and
bathrooms. They also include daily cleaning, kitchen and bathroom supplies and on-site laundry
facilities.
Rental prices start at £600 per month in city locations for long-term stays, and from £50 per night
for shorter stays, which Vivahouse says is a fraction of the cost of traditional rentals.
The concept takes advantage of shuttered shopping malls, hospitals and oﬃce spaces. The
company recently ﬁnished a pilot programme at a closed shopping mall in London in December 2018.
It plans to roll out more units across the city and abroad.
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Takeaway:
Communal housing concepts are gaining steam in urban areas like London. Several factors are
pushing the trend in the UK and elsewhere, including rising rental prices. Vivahouse also
addresses sustainability. The concept is based on shuttered businesses and shopfronts – an
important consideration in urban centres around the world. Interest in communal or co-housing is
expected to increase over the next several years as young professionals move into saturated
real estate markets and aging populations seek aﬀ ordable housing. Repurposing existing
housing or commercial real estate stock could help keep costs down for cities and renters alike.

